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1 Introdution

ALL (Aute Lymphoblasti Leukemia) is a ommon form of aner in hildren. About 15% of hildhood

ALL ases involve a geneti mutation known as CRLF2 Transloation, in whih the CRLF2 gene is found

in the �wrong� hromosome. This transloation severely worsens the patient's prognosis (Moorman et. al.),

but researhers do not know why this is the ase. Understanding why the CRLF2 transloation worsens a

patient's prognosis ould aid the development of new treatments for ALL patients with this transloation.

In our projet, we sought to use reent advanes in the analysis of disease features at the moleular level, to

reveal the variation of disease features as a funtion of di�erenes in the level and ativity of moleules (in

our ase, of proteins). This work has been failitated by the development of new experimental tehniques

suh as Mass Cylometry (Bendall et al.). The method did not yield informative results when used on ells in

basal state (Irish et. al.), indiating the need to �potentiate signalling� to initiate ell ativity. The dataset

we have obtained uses several drugs, whih stimulate or inhibit ertain proteins, and may provide better

insights when analyzed.

2 Dataset

Our data set onsisted of ell samples from 12 hildren with ALL, half of whom exhibit CRLF2 transloation.

For eah patient, 16-18 di�erent samples of ells were drawn, and a ombination of drugs was applied to eah

sample. For eah sample, our data matrix had ells as rows, proteins as olumns, and eah ell represented

the protein level.

This data was provided to us by Dr. Karen Sahs at Stanford's Center for Clinial Sienes Researh (CCSR).

3 Features and Output

We deided to model the data using Bayesian networks in order to expose the struture of protein interations.

The nodes would be proteins, along with added nodes to represent patients, drugs and the transloation

fator. The added nodes were restrited to be roots sine they ould not be in�uened by proteins.

4 Methodology

4.1 Pre-proessing the Data

Initially, the data was log-normally distributed, with a large positive skew. This presented hallenges for

our model learning and soring algorithms, so we normalized the data to make it approximate a Gaussian
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distribution. However, at the suggestion of Dr. Sahs, we did not simply take the logarithm of the data, lest

we run into problems as values approahed zero. Instead, we applied the following transformation:

x := asinh
(x

5

)

This allowed us to normalize the data without running into issues with near-0 values.

4.2 Disretization

The majority of our optimizations foused on di�erent ways to disretize the data. Any algorithm that ran

on ontinuous data would require some type of regression to determine whih other nodes had a signi�ant

impat on the node in question and should thus have edges. However, regression analysis is highly sensitive

to feature seletion. Sine the mehanisms for the interations between these proteins has yet to be explored

in depth, any attempts at feature seletion would be somewhat arbitrary. Further, there is no guarantee that

the mehanisms of interation are even of a linear form; if no linear regression ould adequately desribe the

relationships then learning a network on ontinuous data would be an exerise in futility. Lastly, Dr. Sahs

suggested that suh biologial data an often be modeled as disrete even though it is tehnially ontinuous.

We used two di�erent methods to disretize our data: K-means and equi-depth partitions. In eah ase, we

ran the disretizations on eah protein individually. As per Dr. Sahs's suggestions, we ran our disretization

methods with 3 and 6 bins. The partition boundaries for eah of the four disretizations over a subset of the

proteins are shown below:

3 K-Means 3 Equi-Depth

1-2 2-3 1-2 2-3

CD20 0.261 1.330 -0.112 -0.027

CD34 0.646 2.047 -0.056 0.442

CD45 0.337 1.436 -0.089 0.068

6 K-Means 6 Equi-Depth

1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6

CD20 -0.082 0.115 0.536 1.263 2.471 -0.155 -0.112 -0.070 -0.027 0.100

CD34 0.155 0.706 1.406 2.191 3.104 -0.127 -0.056 0.055 0.442 1.498

CD45 0.039 0.377 0.880 1.576 2.521 -0.1431 -0.0890 -0.0347 0.068 0.336

The top row tells us whih olumns orrespond to whih disretization tehnique, and the number of bukets.

The seond row tells us whih boundary partition is being represented. For example, 1-2 means we are

splitting the �rst and seond buket by the value indiated below. The �rst olumn orresponds to spei�

proteins, and the internal values are protein level boundaries.

4.3 Network Learning Algorithm

The number of possible Bayesian networks sales hyperexponentially with the number of nodes in the �nal

graph. Thus, with 64 nodes in our graph, it would have been impossible to exhaustively searh through

all possible graphs. Instead, we had to run a heuristi based searh funtion. We hose to use Greedy Hill

Climbing, whih works as follows:

1. Randomly initialize the network struture.

2. Iterate through possible �steps�, where eah step involves adding or remove an edge, and exeute the

step with the most positive e�et.

3. Repeat until onvergene.
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At eah step, we sored our network using BDe (Bayesian Dirihlet likelihood equivalene�see below), whih

provides a onjugate prior for disrete data on a multinomial distribution. It penalizes both poor �t and too

many parameters. The BDe sore of the �nal network gave us a measure of training error. Our measure of

test error was the BDe sore omputed with respet to a test sample that the network did not see before .

Our implementation of the Greedy Hill Climbing algorithm was done using the Biolearn pakage, a set of

Java �les provided by Dr. Dana Pe'er at Columbia University.

4.4 Sampling and Model Averaging

Due to the size of the dataset, we were fored to run our algorithms on samples drawn from the data. We

implemented a sampling sript that randomly drew 500 data points from eah original data �le (multithread-

ing was neessary to make the sript run in reasonable time). We then trained our network on this sampled

�le.

Unfortunately, as the Figure 1 shows, training our networks on single samples provided unsatisfatory results.

The networks were extremely dense and ontained many edges that would appear only in the network from

that partiular sample. This is partially beause the networks overreated to minor peuliarities within the

sample �le they were generated from, leading to over�tting. Another ontributing fator was the fat that,

as mentioned above, it is impossible to exhaustively searh through all possible Bayesian networks. Sine

the GreedyHillClimbing algorithm we used makes only inremental adjustments to the network, it runs the

risk of getting stuk at loal optima, whih depend on the random initialization of the network.

To ameliorate this, we implemented model averaging. With model averaging, we trained Bayesian networks

on 100 di�erent samples. We then ounted the number of networks any given edge appeared in and inluded

in our �nal network all the edges that appeared in at least 90 networks. This greatly improved our network's

density and preditive power.

4.5 Soring

To sore our networks, both while generating them and to analyze our �nal results, we used the Bayesian

Dirihlet likelihood equivalene funtion (BDe for short). The BDe sore is a negative number where values

loser to 0 indiate better networks. A brief desription of the BDe funtion is below.

The BDe soring method assumes that the distribution of the parameters p(θD|G) is Dirihlet for some

omplete ayli graph in a spae D. We also assume that the network ful�ls some other riteria, inluding

parameter independene, parameter modularity and likelihood equivalene, in order to make the sore om-

putable. Then, for any Bayesian networks in D that ful�ls these assumptions, the joint probability of the

network with data T is

P (B, T ) = P (B)×

n
∏

i=1

qi
∏

j=1

(

Γ(N ′

ij)

Γ(Nij +N ′

ij)
×

ri
∏

k=1

Γ(Nijk +N ′

ijk)

Γ(N ′

ijk)

)

where ΠXi
is the set of parents of node i, wij is the jth on�guration of ΠXi

i.e. one of the many possible

sets of parents, qiis the number of possible on�gurations, Nij is the number of instanes in whih variable

Xitakes its kth value, and N ′

ij = N ′ × P (Xi = xij ,Πxi
= wij |G) , the equivalent sample size, expresses the

strength of our belief in the distribution. Γ(n) = (n− 1)!is the Gamma funtion.

The BDe sore is then BDe(B, T ) = log(P (B, T )). As the expression indiates, the BDe balanes the

likelihood of the network (P (B)), whih is a re�etion of the number of assumptions made, and the rest of

the expression, whih re�ets how well it �ts the data.
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5 Results and Disussion

We used as our orale the sore of a run on a single sample and as our orale the sore of a run on the data

set it was trained on. We then sampled new test sets of idential sizes to the training test sets for the test

sore. The sores
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are as follows:

Test Name Training Sore Test Sore

Averaged 3 K-means -3,435,170 -3,442,390

Averaged 3 Equal Bukets -3,353,890 -3,361,960

Averaged 6 K-means -1,894,420 -1,899,090

Averaged 6 Equal Bukets -1,911,120 -1,915,730

Sample run 3 K-means -15,588,800 -15,596,800

Sample run 3 Equal Bukets -16,800,100 -16,814,300

Sample run 6 K-means -9,134,700 -9,141,650

Sample run 6 Equal Bukets -9,199,450 -9,205,700

The graph for our 6 K-means run, whih was our best performer, is in Figure 2. The graphs for our 6 Equal

Bukets, 3 K-means, and 3 Equal Bukets are in Figures 3, 4, and 5, respetively.

In general, the runs with 6 disretization bins outperformed the runs with 3. Further, the graphs for the two

runs with 3 bins losely resembled eah other, as did the runs with 6 bins. This suggests that the networks

with 6 bins were apturing di�erent (and more omplex) relationships than the networks with only 3.

From a biologial perspetive, there was an edge from Transloation to the CD45 protein in all our runs.

This indiates that whether or not a patient has the CRLF2 transloation has a very signi�ant impat on

their CD45 level. Thus, CD45 ould be a key part of the mehanism by whih patients with the CRLF2

transloation have worse prognoses than those without the transloation. Similar e�ets were found for the

proteins CD20, CD43, and CD58 (whih were found in almost all networks with 3 bins) and for the proteins

CD38, and Pax5 (whih were found in a majority of the networks with 6 bins). Further researh is neessary

to determine why these proteins are so in�uened by the presene of a CRLF2 transloation and what impat

they ould have on a patient's survival hanes. Dr. Sahs and her olleagues will be analyzing our results

and may hopefully be able to suggest new areas of researh based o� our �ndings.
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Note: After the poster session, we disovered several bugs in our soring funtion, whih is why the BDe sores are very

di�erent here than they were on our poster.
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7 Figures

Figure 1: A noisy, dense Bayesian network generated from a single sample

Figure 2: The Bayesian network generated by the Averaged 6 K-means algorithm

Figure 3: The Bayesian network generated by the Averaged 6 Equal Bukets algorithm

Figure 4: The Bayesian network generated by the Averaged 3 K-means algorithm

Figure 5: The Bayesian network generated by the Averaged 3 Equal Bukets algorithm
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